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158.35 M612

158.35 M612

302.2 L438

302.2242 S879

305.908161092 B786

305.908161092 D252
305.908161092 G736
**Helen Keller: toward the light** / Graff, Stewart. Graff, Polly Anne.
Blind-deaf - Biography.
Notes: RJD Williams Collection.

305.908161092 H725
**Deaf women: a parade through the decades** / Holcomb, Mabs. Wood, Sharon.
Notes: RJD Williams Collection.

305.908161092 T671
**Courageous deaf adults** / Toole, Darlene K.
Beaverton, OR: Dormac, 1980.
Subjects: Deaf - Biography. Reading comprehension - Problems, exercises, etc.
Notes: RJD Williams Collection.

305.908161092 T671
**Successful deaf Americans** / Toole, Darlene K.
Beaverton, OR: Dormac, 1981.
Subjects: Deaf - Biography. Reading comprehension - Problems, exercises, etc.
Notes: RJD Williams Collection.

305.908162092 P187
**Great deaf Americans** / Panara, Robert. Panara, John.
Silver Spring, MD: T.J. Publishers, s.d.
Subjects: Deaf - Biography.
Notes: RJD Williams Collection.

306.44 G548
Notes: RJD Williams Collection.

306.44 J72
Notes: RJD Williams Collection.


362.42 H725  
**Hazards of deafness** / Holcomb, Roy K.  
Subjects: Deaf - Anecdotes, facetiae, satire, etc.  
Notes: RJD Williams Collection.

362.42 H725  
**Silence is golden sometimes** / Holcomb, Roy K.  
Subjects: Deaf - Anecdotes, facetiae, satire, etc.  
Notes: RJD Williams Collection.

362.42 I61  
Subjects: Deaf - Means of communication.

362.42 K92  
**Language development and intervention with the hearing impaired** / Kretschmer, Richard R. Kretschmer, Laura W.  
Subjects: Deaf - Means of communication.  
Deaf - Education - English language.  
Hearing impaired - Rehabilitation.  
Notes: RJD Williams Collection.

362.42 L664  
**A very special friend** / Levi, Dorothy Hoffman.  
Gold, Ethel  
Subjects: Children, Deaf - Juvenile literature.  
Sign language - Juvenile literature.  
Friendship - Juvenile literature.  
Notes: RJD Williams Collection.

362.42 P252  
**Watch your language : captioned media for literacy** / Parlato, Salvatore J.  
Notes: RJD Williams Collection.  
Subjects: Deaf - Services for.


362.42083 E12
*Early intervention for hearing-impaired children: total communication options* / Ling, Daniel. 
Notes: RJD Williams Collection.

362.42083 S592
Notes: RJD Williams Collection.

362.7842 M663
*They grow in silence; the deaf child and his family* / Mindel, Eugene D. Vernon, McCay. 
Subjects: Children, Deaf - Family relationships. 

362.82 P228
Subjects: Children, Deaf - Family relationships - Addresses, essays, lectures. Hearing impaired children - Family relationships - Addresses, essays, lectures. 
Notes: RJD Williams Collection.

370.155 D923
*Pre-sign language motor skills : skill starters for motor development* / Dunn, Marsha Lee. 
Notes: RJD Williams Collection.

371.9 A333 OVERSIZE
*Programming for students with special needs* / Alberta. Alberta Education. Special Education Branch. 
Contents: 5 books in binder.


371.912 A899  

371.912 A912  
**Auditory-verbal therapy: for parents and professionals** / Estabrooks, Warren.  

371.912 AUD  
**Auditory management of hearing-impaired children: principles and prerequisites for intervention** / Ross, Mark. Giolas, Thomas G.  

371.912 B276  
**Seeing the meaning: pre-reading visual activities to bridge the gap between background knowledge and text for hearing-impaired students** / Barrington, Marilyn Anne.  
Subjects: Hearing impaired - Education. Deaf - Education. English language - Study and teaching.  
Notes: Project submitted to the Dept. of Curriculum Studies in partial fulfillment for the Degree of Master of Education in Curriculum Studies, University of Saskatchewan.

371.912 B458  
**The conquest of deafness; a history of the long struggle to make possible normal living to those handicapped by lack of normal hearing** / Bender, Ruth E.  
Cleveland, OH: Press of Case Western Reserve University, 1970.  
Subjects: Deaf - Education.

371.912 B644  
**Listening: notes from a kindergarten journal** / Blatchford, Claire H.  
Subjects: Children, Deaf - Education - United States.  
Notes: RJD Williams Collection.
371.912 B862

371.912 E95

371.912 E95

371.912 F686 OVERSIZE

371.912 F754

371.912 H435
Mainstreaming the hearing impaired: teachers' and principals' experiences in implementing the Total Communication Program / Johnston, Gaylene Regine. --1993.
Notes: Project. Submitted in partial fulfillment for the Degree of Master of Education in Educational Administration, University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon.


Subjects: Vocabulary. Hearing impaired children - Education.
Notes: RJD Williams Collection.


Subjects: Deaf - Education - Life skills.

Notes: RJD Williams Collection.
371.912 M826
**Educating the deaf: psychology, principles, and practices** / Moores, Donald F.
Subjects: Deaf - Education.  Deafness.
Notes: RJD Williams Collection.

371.912 MAI
**Mainstreaming, practical ideas for educating hearing-impaired students : for secondary and postsecondary teachers and administrators** / Bishop, Milo E.

371.912 N873
**Hearing impaired children in the mainstream** / Watters, Bronwyn  Northwest Territories.  Education Programs and Evaluation Division.
Subjects: Hearing impaired children - Education.

371.912 O93
Subjects: Hearing impaired children - Education.
Notes: RJD Williams Collection.

371.912 P366
**Personal pronoun photo book** / Peck, Bonita Harmon.
Subjects: Deaf - Education.  Parts of speech - Study and teaching.

371.912 R287
**Reading and the hearing-impaired individual** / Kretschmer, Robert E.
Subjects: Hearing impaired children - Education.  Reading.
Notes: RJD Williams Collection.

371.912 R627
**The first fifty years 1932 - 1982** / RJD Williams Provincial School for the Deaf.
Saskatoon, SK : s.n., 1983.
Subjects: RJD Williams Provincial School for the Deaf.  Deaf - Education - Saskatchewan - Saskatoon.
Notes: RJD Williams Collection.
371.912 S342

371.912 S644

371.912 SEN

371.912 SPE

371.912 SPE

371.912 SPE

371.912 TOD


371.9127 G896
Speechreading through sports: college football / Grzebien, Albert E.
Subjects: Lipreading - Study and teaching.
Notes: RJD Williams Collection.

371.914 L432
Help 3 : handbook of exercises for language processing / Lazzari, Andrea M. Peters, Patricia Myers.
Subjects: Hearing impaired - Education. Language disorders.
Notes: RJD Williams Collection.

371.914 M294
Notes: RJD Williams Collection.

371.9142 L297
Artic to go : a two-in-one therapy program : language based articulation exercises / Lanza, Janet R. Barton, Jeannie S. Wilson, Carolyn C.
Notes: RJD Williams Collection.

375 C976
Curriculum : content and change / Kirby, Alice M.
Notes: RJD Williams Collection.

375.371912 N532
Lipreading for the deaf and hard of hearing / New York (City) Board of Education. Bureau of Curriculum Development.

391.9123 T966
The tutor/notetaker: providing academic support to mainstreamed deaf students / Osguthorpe, Russell T. National Technical Institute for the Deaf.
Notes: RJD Williams Collection.


Photo resource kit.


419 TAL
Talk to the deaf; a manual of approximately 1,000 signs used by the deaf or North America
/ Riekehof, Lottie L.
Subjects: Deaf - Means of communication.

419.03 B417
Subjects: Sign language - Juvenile literature.

419.03 H218
Sports signs.
• Baseball / softball.
• Basketball.
• Football.
• General vocabulary.
• Track and field.
• Volleyball.
Notes: RJD Williams Collection.

419.0941 P467
Notes: RJD Williams Collection.

423.1 B662
Notes: RJD Williams Collection.

425 S914
Syntax, speech, and hearing: applied linguistics for teachers of children with language and hearing disabilities / Streng, Alice H.
Notes: RJD Williams Collection.
428.00711 H465
Analyzing syntax and semantics: workbook / Heidinger, Virginia A.
Notes: RJD Williams Collection.

428.34 C224
Working on words / Canney, John F. Goldberg, J. Philip. O'Connor, Diane D.
Subjects: Vocabulary - Study and teaching. Deaf - Education. English language - Study and teaching as a second language.
Notes: RJD Williams Collection.

428.407 C323
Learning language through interaction: true stories and directions : reading book and project cards / Carter, Julie B.
Subjects: Reading (Secondary). Deaf - Education.
Contents: 1 book and 46 cards.
Notes: RJD Williams Collection.

616.855 D315
Notes: RJD Williams Collection.

617.89 A727
How to get the most out of your hearing aid / Armbruster, Joan M. Miller, Maurice H.
Subjects: Hearing aids.
Notes: RJD Williams Collection.

618.920978 A912
Auditory disorders in school children : the law, identification, remediation / Roeser, Ross J. Downs, Marion P.


THESES NIC ARCH

Cued speech and the reception of spoken language / Nicholls, Gaye H.
Montreal, PQ : School of Human Communication Disorders, McGill University, 1979.
Notes: Thesis. A thesis submitted to the Faculty of Graduate Studies and Research in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Master of Science. RJD Williams Collection.